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The i30 Project: Houston Digital Marketing Expert Goes
Mobile
The i30 Project - A 30 Day Mobile Experiment
Download the 30-Day Journal [PDF, 2MB]

The Press Release
Houston Digital Marketing Expert Goes Mobile with i30 Project
Interactive strategist limits technology to iPhone and iPad for 30 days

06.01.2010 – Starting June 1, 2010, Adam Brower will be 100% mobile. Brower will solely use an
iPhone and an iPad to handle all of his digital interactions at work and home for 30 days. The i30
Project will be a glimpse into the lifestyle of being completely mobile, including its positives and
negatives. With no access to laptops, desktops, tvs, or any other gadget, Brower will manage his
work and personal responsibilities, as well as his leisure activities.
"I've been watching the change in technology and how that change has impacted society for a
while, and I wanted to try this experiment to see firsthand where our digital selves could be in the
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coming years (or months)," confesses Adam Brower. "If our agency can harvest some interesting
insight on predicted consumer behavior and limitations in technology and mobile software, our
clients can reap the rewards," continues Brower.
“I want to know and document what our society's future could look like in the coming years as
mobile devices take the lead in personal electronic sales. I also want to pinpoint the current
limitations with mobile technologies to fulfill all our lifestyle and professional needs. The other
finding I want to capture is how being 100% mobile will impact our human behaviors.”
During the project, Brower will be blogging about his experience at The i30 Project and posting
updates to the Facebook Like page, as well.
(My current blog: http://hippobytes.com/)
Download the 30-Day Journal [PDF, 2MB]
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